YOU
ARE
SPECIAL
Curriculum-linked dance workshops with a focus on values.
Exploring Max Lucado’s book ‘You Are Special’, children will follow the story
of Punchinello as he struggles to t in with other wooden wemmicks in the
village. One day his life changes forever as he learns the meaning of the
words ‘You are special!’.
This creative, fun- lled dance workshop provides lots of opportunity for
children to explore how everyone is uniquely made and tackles the big issues
of self-worth and of how we treat others.
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Children will experience storytelling through dance linked to PSHE and
Literature with an optional RE focus.

‘A fantastic set of
workshops… Dance
and movement that
involved everyone.
Run by very
professional
dancers. A sense of
calm followed after
the workshop, leaving
some thoughtprovoking views.’
Caroline Hart, ‘You Are Special’
workshops at Sticklands CE Primary

SPRINGS DANCE COMPANY delivers RE and PSHE through dance, creative
exploration and discussion. Our curriculum linked workshops support
children’s spiritual, moral, cultural, mental and physical development.
*** Our workshops are a great way to utilise your Sports Premium Funding. ***
Other popular workshops available include: A Christmas Story: Refugee, The
Sel sh Giant, EASTER and Get Fit Go Green.
Why not try something new with our Parable Interactive Performance
Workshop? An adventurous, interactive and exciting opportunity for
children to encounter and overcome creative challenges, accomplish tasks and
in uence the outcome of a professional performance, whilst absorbed in
a vibrant world of movement, dance and theatre.

The structure and length of the workshops is tailored
to the needs of the school and age of the pupils.
We can visit for a single day and teach lots of classes,
or for a number of days, resulting in a sharing of work
or children’s performance.
To book or for a friendly chat about our work, please
call us on 07876 752 910 or email:
touring@springsdancecompany.org.uk
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www.springsdancecompany.org.uk

‘From the first few
minutes of the
workshop I knew that
Springs had something
special about them.
They just had a way of
engaging every child
with enthusiasm,
passion and hard-work.
It was faultless.’
Head Teacher, Easter Project 2019 at St
Andrews School, Streatham.

